
BANTAM
MK2 & SNIPER HR

As the flagship of Brocock’s innovative semi-bullpup range, the 
Bantam offers the perfect platform to push the boundaries of 
PCP air rifle design even further – with the Mk2 and Sniper HR 
models reflecting Brocock’s commitment to building class-
leading precharged pneumatic (PCP) air rifles for the discerning 
airgunner. 
Setting a new standard, the Bantam Mk2 gives up none of the features 

that won so many plaudits for the original, slick-handling Bantam, like its 

on-the-fly power adjuster, removable 10-shot magazine, choked barrel 

with integral shrouded silencer and adjustable trigger. It also features 

a new and improved hammer and valve system that improves air 

efficiency and shot consistency well beyond that associated with other 

non-regulated PCPs.

The Sniper HR model takes this a step further by incorporating a highly 

advanced regulator system developed exclusively with Huma-Air. 

When paired with the Bantam’s latest hammer and valve, this precisely 

meters the air release to totally eradicate the usual ‘power curve’ that 

unregulated PCPs suffer from. The result of this measured air control 

ensures minimal shot-to-shot deviation as the rifle cycles through its 

usable air charge, improving downrange accuracy and returning an even 

higher number of shots from each fill-up - a big bonus for those who opt 

for the rifle in its high-power formats. 

34.6ins (880mm)
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Huma-Air Regulator with 
integral manometer

Ballistic Polymer or Grey Laminate wood 
stock with adjustable cheekpiece

11mm dovetail scope
mounting with optional
20mm picatinny rails 
available

Adjustable two-stage trigger

Power adjuster

Resettable 
safety catch

Integral silencer with 
threaded muzzle

480cc carbon-
fibre bottle 
(Hi-Lite model) 
or 500cc alloy 
bottle (400cc on 
12 ft/lb model)

10-shot auto indexing mag-feed 
or single-shot feed (magazine 
and loading tray provided)

Sidebolt cocking

Both the Bantam Mk2 and Bantam Sniper HR models can be configured 

with a choice of synthetic or wood laminate stocks, mini short shroud 

and a variety of bottle and power options.

Optional Picatinny  
Forend Rail

Technical Specifications

Action: Semi-bullpup precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 12, 18, 30, 46ft/lb 

Shots per charge 
MK2:

Up to 450 shots in .22 cal @ 12ft/lb; 90 shots in .22 30ft/lb; 

45 shots in .25 50ft/lb

Shots per charge 
Sniper HR:

Up to 460 shots in .22 cal @ 12ft/lb;  

120 shots in .22 30ft/lb; 75 shots in .25 46ft/lb

Length: 34.6ins (880mm)

Weight: From 6.9lbs (3.15kg)

Calibre Options: .177 (4.5mm); .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

*Scope and mounts are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk



Technical Specifications

Action: Buddy-bottle precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 12, 18, 30, 46ft/lb (on ‘Hi’ power setting)

Shots per charge: Up to 460 shots in .22 cal @ 12ft/lb;

120 shots in .22 30ft/lb; 75 shots in .25 46ft/lb

Length: Fixed stock model - 35.5-38.5ins (900-980mm) 

Folding stock model – 25.2-36ins (640-915mm)

Weight: From 6.6lbs (3.05kg)

Calibre options: .177 (4.5mm); .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

COMMANDER
HR

The multi-shot Commander HR matches performance and style 
in one, highly practical and versatile package, ensuring the 
wide range appeal of this innovative multi-shot precharged 
pneumatic (PCP).
At the heart of its buddy-bottle action, and discernible by way of its 

twin air gauges, the Commander incorporates a Huma-Air regulator 

that is an exclusive standard fit in our rifles. This integrates with the rifle’s 

redesigned hammer and valve system to precisely meter air release and 

eradicate the ‘power curve’ usually associated with unregulated PCPs, 

resulting in a rifle that’s capable of up to 46ft/lb of power, with a shot-

count in excess of 500 per charge (according to configuration).

Available in black and Cerakote finishes, the Commander offers a choice 

of alloy buddy-bottle options (400 or 500cc), with a high capacity 

carbon-fibre unit on the super-lightweight Hi-Lite version. To maximise 

handling and target acquisition, the Commander features an ergonomic 

drop-down pistol grip and retractable stock for quick pull-length 

adjustment, while the butt can also be folded on some ‘export’ models 

to make it even more compact.

In keeping with its tactical looks, the Commander sports a number of 

practical features, from its metal CNC machined Picatinny scope and 

accessory rails (with a tri-plate accessory rail option), through its in-guard 

manual safety catch and on-the-fly power adjuster, to its fast-throw side-

bolt – the latter allowing quick cycling of the 10-shot, removable rotary 

magazine. A single-shot tray is supplied for more deliberate loading, 
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36ins (915mm)

Foldable butt option for ‘export’ models

*Scope and mounts are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

however. Further hi-tech features come in the shape of a full-length 

barrel shroud, integral reflex silencer and ported muzzle brake – all 

designed to maximise all the accuracy on offer from the Commander’s 

choked rifle barrel, regulated action and totally recoil-free firing cycle.

Huma-Air Regulator with 
integral manometerSynthetic or Cerakote 

stock options

CNC machined Picatinny top  
& optional side rails

Adjustable  
two-stage trigger

Resettable 
safety catch

Threaded muzzle

480cc carbon-fibre bottle 
(Hi-Lite model) or  
500cc alloy bottle 
(400cc on 12 ft/lb model)

10-shot auto indexing mag-feed or single-shot 
feed (magazine and loading tray provided)

Sidebolt cocking

Picatinny Forend Rail

Power adjuster

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk



COMPATTO
MK2 & SNIPER HR

The original Compatto launched our innovative semi-bullpup 
concept, and the latest ‘Mk 2’ iteration builds on the rifle’s success 
by way of numerous performance-enhancing updates. There’s 
also a regulated model in the Compatto line-up – the Sniper HR.

Both the Mk2 and Sniper HR models feature a black synthetic, 

ambidextrous thumbhole stock that sports a height-adjustable butt 

pad and integral accessory rail, and a ‘Soft Touch’ version for extra grip is 

also available. All versions feature on-the-fly power adjuster, choked rifle 

barrel and a two-stage, adjustable trigger in a choice of three calibres and 

numerous power configurations.

The Mk2 features a 10-shot rotary magazine as well as revamped hammer 

and valving that improve both shot-count and consistency, making it ideal 

for those hunters who want a hard-hitting, but light and compact carbine 

for every conceivable field scenario.

The Sniper HR version features a regulator that’s been co-developed with 

Huma-Air to satisfy those shooters who seek a lightweight sporter that 

performs to the absolute maximum. Matched to the Compatto’s updated 

valve system, the Sniper HR offers even more shots per fill-up from its 

semi-bullpup action, along with a ‘sweet spot’ power curve that spans its 

entire shot-count. In short, the Sniper HR delivers the ultimate accuracy for 

the most distant of targets, whether they be feather, fur, metal or paper.
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34ins (864mm)

Ballistic Polymer stock with optional 
soft touch stock available

11mm dovetail scope
mounting with optional
20mm picatinny rails available

Sidebolt cocking

Adjustable two-stage trigger

Power adjuster

Resettable 
safety catch

10-shot auto indexing mag-feed or single-shot 
feed (magazine and loading tray provided)

150cc air cylinder

Integrated Picatinny 
Forend Rail

Technical Specifications

Action: Semi-bullpup precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 12, 18, 30 and 40ft/lb 

Shots per charge 
MK2:

Up to 100 shots in .22 cal @ 12ft/lb; 35 shots in .22 30ft/lb; 

25 shots in .25 40ft/lb

Shots per charge 
Sniper HR:

Up to 130 shots .22cal 12 ft/lb; 40 shots .22cal 30 ft/lb;  

28 shots .25cal 40 ft/lb

Length: 34ins (864mm)

Weight: 7lb (3.2kg)

Calibre Options: .177 (4.5mm); .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

*Scope and mounts are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk



CONCEPT-LITE

33ins (838mm)
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Resettable 
safety catch

Integral silencer with 
threaded muzzle 10-shot auto indexing mag-feed 

or single-shot feed (magazine 
and loading tray provided)

Picatinny Forend Rail

The newest model to Brocock’s expanding catalogue, this rifle’s 
names says it all: ‘Concept’ because this innovative semi-bullpup 
PCP can be adapted to suit any shooting scenario you require of 
it, and ‘Lite’ because, in its base configuration, the rifle tips the 
scales at under three kilos!

Sporting a telescopic rifle butt for easy storage and tailored gunfit, a 

synthetic AK-style pistol grip for improved handling and optional three, 

Picatinny forend rails for the fitting of numerous accessories and a 

silencer-ready threaded muzzle, the Concept-Lite is the ideal choice for 

hunters looking for a compact, powerful and highly-adaptable carbine.

At the heart of its action beats a Huma-Air regulator to ensure super-

consistent velocities and a high shots-per-charge count, while an 

on-board power adjuster lets the user choose a higher or lower power 

output while in the field. 

Supplied in a choice of three calibres, the Concept-Lite runs Brocock’s 

latest 10-shot, removable rotary magazine, indexed automatically at the 

speedy throw of a slick side-operated cocking bolt. 

Combining fast-handling ergonomics, a recoilless firing cycle and match-

like adjustable trigger, accuracy is further assured via the Concept-Lite’s 

high-grade shrouded barrel which ensures that even at its peak power 

output of 40 ft/lb, the Concept-Light performs to a level that satisfies the 

most demanding of airgun shooters.

150cc air cylinder

Power adjuster

Sidebolt cocking

Adjustable  
two-stage trigger

Optional full CNC machined 
Picatinny top & side rails

Technical Specifications

Action: Semi-bullpup precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 12, 18, 30 and 40ft/lb 

Shots per charge: Up to 130 shots .22cal 12 ft/lb;  40 shots .22cal 30 ft/lb;  

28 shots .25cal 40 ft/lb

Length: 33ins (838mm)

Weight: 6.5lbs (3.9kg)

Calibre Options: .177 (4.5mm); .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

*Scope, mounts, silencer and bipod are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk

Adjustable butt length

Concept-Lite fitted with an array of optional extras

PicPicP atiatinnynny totop &p & siside de rairair lsslss

Foldable butt option 
for export’ models



BANTAM MAGNUM

40 ins (1016 mm)
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Huma-Air Regulator with integral manometer

Ballistic Polymer stock
with adjustable cheekpiece

11mm dovetail with optional 
20mm Picatinny rail

Adjustable two-stage trigger

5-position power adjuster

Resettable 
safety catch

Integral silencer with threaded muzzle

480cc carbon-fibre bottle  
(Hi-Lite model) or 500cc alloy bottle  
(400cc on 12 ft/lb model)

10-shot auto indexing mag-feed or single-shot feed 
(magazine and loading tray provided)

Sidebolt cocking

Picatinny Forend Rail

As its name suggests, Brocock’s Bantam Magnum is the 
high-power variant of the flagship semi-bullpup range: The 
Magnum delivers up to 55 ft/lb of muzzle energy, making it 
the first choice for those who hunt larger game and vermin at 
challenging distances.

Equipped with an exclusive Huma-Air regulator that’s been specially 

tuned for the rifle’s extra power output, the Magnum benefits from all 

the attributes of the regulated Sniper HR model – improved shot-count 

and shot consistency. These advantages are further harnessed by way 

of a longer (560mm) polygonal rifled barrel to ensure pinpoint precision 

even at extreme distances.

Maintaining all the features of the Bantam Mk2 – like the on-the-fly 

power adjuster, removable 10-shot magazine, updated hammer/valve 

system, adjustable trigger and integral shrouded silencer – the Bantam 

Magnum is fitted with a lighter weight carbon-fibre buddy bottle and 

can be supplied in either .22 or .25 calibre with a choice of two stock 

options: Black Ballistic Polymer or Grey Laminate woodwork.

Technical Specifications

Action: Semi-bullpup precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 46ft/lb (.22) and 55ft/lb (.25)

Shots per charge: Up to 60 shots in .22 cal @ 46ft/lb or .25 55ft/lb

Length: From 40ins (1016mm)

Weight: From 7.7lbs (3.5kg)

Calibre Options: .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

*Scope and mounts are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk



PATAGONIA

Developed exclusively for the prestigious Extreme Benchrest 
Competition held annually in Arizona USA and at which in 
2018 it took top spot, the ‘Patagonia’ model raises the bar of 
Brocock’s flagship Bantam semi-bullpup even further. Recreated 
to the specification of the Championship-winning rifle shot 
by Patagonian shooter, Claudio Flores. The Patagonia brings 
proven custom performance to the discerning target shooter 
who wants results on the range. It is, quite literally, a benchmark 
air rifle.
While it retains the Bantam’s highly-advanced Huma-Air regulator,  

that fitted in the production Patagonia has been individually tuned 

to match its more powerful action which, with a specially selected 

(560mm) polygonal rifle barrel, can deliver up to 46 ft/lb of energy  

in a .22 configuration and 55 ft/lb in .25. 

Despite these monster power levels, the usual ‘power curve’ that 

unregulated PCPs suffer from has been eradicated as the Huma-Air 

regulator’s measured air control ensures minimal shot-to-shot deviation 

throughout the charge. While that’s an essential for any target-orientated 

rifle, such attributes also make the Patagonia a strong contender for 

serious hunters who want to combine high-end power with match-like 

accuracy when controlling game and vermin out to extreme distances. 

Its integral shrouded silencer brings a further sporting element to a rifle 

that’s already proven itself under the most demanding range conditions.

40ins (1016mm)

Huma-Air Regulator with integral manometer

Optional 0dB silencer 
with threaded muzzle

20mm Picatinny scope 
mounting rails with 
optional 11mm dovetail

Adjustable two-stage trigger

Resettable 
safety catch

Removable 
10-shot magazine

480cc carbon-fibre bottle 
(Hi-Lite model) or 500cc alloy bottle

10-shot auto indexing mag-feed or single-shot 
feed (magazine and loading tray provided)

Ballistic Polymer ‘Sand colour’ 
Cerakote stock with adjustable 
cheekpiece

Sidebolt cocking

Picatinny 
Forend Rail

5-position power adjuster

Technical Specifications

Action: Semi-bullpup precharged pneumatic (PCP)

Maximum power: Models available at 46ft/lb (.22) and 55ft/lb (.25)  

(on ‘Hi’ power setting)

Shots per charge: Up to 60 shots in .22 cal @ 46ft/lb or .25 55ft/lb

Length: From 40ins (1016mm)

Weight: From 7.7lb (3.5kg)

Calibre Options: .22 (5.5mm) or .25 (6.35mm)

*Scope, mounts and silencer are not included, but are available from  

MTC Optics/Brocock stockists

Retaining all the main features of the flagship Bantam model, Brocock’s 

Bantam Patagonia comes in an eye-catching two-tone finish in either  

.22 or .25 calibre.

Latest and full specifications available at brocock.co.uk
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